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A Brief History of WMUTE

- WMTE2002 (Sweden)
- WMTE2004 (Taiwan)
- WMTE2005 (Japan)
- WMUTE2006 (Greece)
- WMUTE2008 (China)
- WMUTE2010 (Taiwan)
- WMUTE2012 (Japan)
A Brief History of DIGITEL

- DIGITEL2007 (Taiwan)
- DIGITEL2008 (Canada)
- DIGITEL2010 (Taiwan)
- DIGITEL2012 (Japan)
They converge!

WMTE2002 (Sweden)
WMTE2004 (Taiwan)
WMTE2005 (Japan)
WMUTE2006 (Greece)
WMUTE2008 (China)
DIGITEL2007 (Taiwan)
DIGITEL2008 (Canada)
WMUTE2010 (Taiwan)
WMUTE2012 (Japan)
DIGITEL2010 (Taiwan)
DIGITEL2012 (Japan)
Three Reasons for Collocation
1. Collaboration Model with Asia-Pacific Regional Communities to Nurture Theme-Based Researches

- APSCE & ICCE (Nov/Dec)

- Six Theme-Based Sub-Conferences
  - AIED/ITS/ADL
  - CSCL/LS
  - ALT/OS/S
  - CUMTEL
  - GTEL&S

Two important emerging theme-based research in Asia-Pacific region
2. They are high quality, so they are not big, so they can be collocated.
3. They are related!

Ubiquitous Game-Based Learning may be a dominating research trend in the future!
How about 2014?

We expect WMUTE2014 & DIGITEL2014 to be held in the Asia-Pacific region too
How about the odd years?

- Odd year events of WMUTE & DIGITEL are open to strong proposals from Europe or America.

- They can be collocated events (like WMUTE2010/DIGITEL2010) or separated events, i.e., different locations and different dates.
Why Kaohsiung?

Please feel about your answer during WMUTE2012/DIGITEL2012
Enjoy Your Stay!